Abstract

Execution-driven data dependence profiling for nonnumerical programs has gained significant interest in recent years because it can resolve memory access ambiguity exactly through program execution, which allows data dependences to be analyzed exactly in spite of complicated aliases and referencing expressions which often defeat the compiler. Dependence result obtained through profiling is exact for specific inputs only. Nonetheless, it provides valuable insights both to compiler designers (who may discover ways to improve their compilers) and programmers (who may discover ways to parallelize the program by hand).

Unfortunately, dependence profiling itself can take tremendous memory and machine time. For practical use, both the memory efficiency and the execution speed need to be improved by at least one or two orders of magnitude from the state of the art. We explore ways to make such improvements with the help of several compiler and runtime techniques. These methods include a) parallelized profiling (with various granularities), b) analysis of type consistency and aliasing to allow a method to embed memory tag with the original data structure instead of using the conventional hash table, c) a partial dependence graph that is proven to be sufficient for loop transformation and parallelization. Experimental data for SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks are presented.
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